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Abstract—There has been an arms race for devising accelerators for deep learning in recent years. However, real-world applications are not only neural networks but often span across multiple domains, e.g., database queries, compression, encryption, video coding, signal processing, and traditional machine learning, which may or may not contain deep learning. The sole focus on this single domain is sub-optimal as it misses the potential to proliferate and promote cross-domain multi-acceleration as there is an opportunity to harness the power of chaining heterogeneous Domain-Specific Architectures (DSAs) in modern datacenter applications. However, there is a catch as the data motion overhead can outweigh the benefits from all these chained heterogeneous accelerators. We dub the data restructuring and communication overhead of executing a single application using a chain of accelerators [1] as the data motion overhead. In stark contrast with most works on DSAs that deal with accelerating compute kernels, this work focuses on accelerating data motion within a chains of heterogeneous DSAs in a multi-accelerator datacenter. To that end, this paper introduces Data Motion Acceleration (DMX) for (1) reducing data motion, (2) accelerating data restructuring, and (3) enabling interoperability between heterogeneous accelerators from different domains through a cross-stack hardware-software solution. The results with five end-to-end applications show that utilizing DMX offers up to $8.2 \times$, $13.6 \times$, and $5.2 \times$ improvement in latency, throughput, and energy efficiency in a multi-accelerator system, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the effective end of Dennard Scaling [2], the dark silicon [3–5] phenomenon sparked significant interest in Domain-Specific Architectures (DSAs) or accelerators. With the Cambrian explosion of research on designing accelerators [6–64] and shifts in cloud computing [19, 65–75], it is fitting to consider the current cadence of the datacenter design as a starting point for the large-scale adoption of accelerators. For instance, Amazon Web Service (AWS) [65, 66], Microsoft Azure [67–69, 72], Google Cloud Platform (GCP) [19, 73, 74], and IBM Hybrid Multicloud [76–78] as the four providers of cloud services recently started offering accelerator equipped instances, while Meta started to use accelerators for their internal workloads [75].

To date, these early adoptions rather exclusively focus on the single domain of deep learning. Whereas, the real-world end-to-end applications cross the boundary of multiple domains (e.g., database queries, compression, encryption, video coding, signal processing, and traditional machine learning) and may or
which causes extra traffic. We dub these data restructuring and communication overheads as the *data motion overhead*, which can hinder multi-acceleration.

To address this pain point, we propose Data Motion Acceleration (DMX) to delegate data restructuring calculations from the CPU to a specialized, yet programmable module near the accelerators. We refer to this module as Data Restructuring Accelerator (DRX) as conceptually illustrated in Figure 1. A group of DRXs acts as a compute-enabled glue that removes the CPU from the critical path of chaining heterogeneous accelerators. As such, our innovation creates the illusion of a monolithic but composable accelerator for the application. The DRXs enable the system to compose any arbitrary chain of the available accelerators or swap them with alternatives or new ones. DRX is the microarchitecture mechanism that materializes the notion of Data Motion Acceleration (DMX).

We evaluate DMX using five end-to-end applications, each of which is composed of kernels from different domains that naturally require data restructuring to use multiple accelerators. We evaluate the benefits of various DMX topologies and configurations compared to a corresponding baseline that uses the same accelerators but, executes data restructuring on the host CPU. On average, Data Motion Acceleration (DMX) provides between 3.4× to 8.2× speedup, 3.0× to 13.6× higher throughput, and 3.8× to 5.2× energy reduction. The significant additional improvements over a baseline that itself maximally speeds up an application with multiple accelerators demonstrate the importance of data motion as heterogeneous accelerators begin to take the stage in datacenters.

II. THE CASE FOR DATA MOTION ACCELERATION

The current accelerator cards, unlike GPUs, do not have a well-supported system around propriety interconnection and programming interfaces such as NVLINK and CUDA. Accelerator cards are developed by individual vendors using standard interconnection technologies (i.e., PCIe) and lack a standard interface to inter-operate with each other. The vendors implicitly assume that their accelerator is the only accelerator in the system. Therefore, two DSAs implemented on different accelerator cards rely on a CPU to communicate with each other following these steps: (S1) the CPU copies the output of the first accelerator to the system memory, (S2) the CPU transforms the output to the second accelerator’s input format, (S3) the CPU copies the transformed data to the second accelerator’s memory, and (S4) the CPU fires up the computation on the second accelerator. Note that often the CPU configures a DMA device to copy data from accelerator memory to system memory. The lack of an inter-accelerator communication standard necessitates excessive data movement and data restructuring overhead for performing non-trivial data restructuring operations on general-purpose cores.

A. Data Restructuring Operations

In this work, we use five end-to-end applications that span multiple domains [82–87] to demonstrate the inefficiencies of cross-domain acceleration in a multi-accelerator system without data motion acceleration. Each of the applications has different kernels – that span both ML and non-ML domains – and data restructuring requirements between the kernels.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the end-to-end pipeline of one of the five applications. As shown, Sound Detection is composed of two domain-specific application kernels: (1) FFT kernel performs short-time Fourier transformation for the input audio snippet, and (2) support vector machine kernel determines the genre of the audio snippet. An intermediate *data motion* step is required for restructuring the output of the FFT kernel to the input format of the support vector machine kernel while copying the data from the output buffer to the input buffer. In this example, data restructuring requires generating a spectrogram from the output of FFT kernels and applying mel scale transformation to the spectrogram. The mel scale transformation maps the spectrogram into mel-frequency bins which are closer to the human-perceivable scale. In a system without data motion acceleration, the CPU should perform these data restructuring operations as shown in Figure 2(b).

B. Data Motion Overheads

Figure 3(a) shows the geometric mean of the runtime breakdown for the five cross-domain representative applications. Refer to Sec.VI for a detailed explanation of the applications. We show the results for co-running up to 15 applications on the server while data restructuring is performed on the CPU. All-CPU configuration runs application kernels on the CPU while Multi-Axl runs the application kernels on the accelerators. Because each application consists of 2 domain-specific kernels, a 15 application setup runs on 30 accelerators.

Both All-CPU and Multi-Axl are evaluated on Intel Xeon Platinum 8260L CPU. Application kernels are run on accelerators synthesized on Xilinx UltraScale+ VU9P FPGA (See Sec.VI for the detailed setup). As Figure 3(a) shows, in the All-CPU setup, the execution of domain-specific kernels accounts for up to 78.5% and on average 49.1% of the total runtime.
CPU engagement imposes inevitable data communication with shifting Amdahl’s bottleneck towards data motion. Speed-up stems from the following performance difference between end-to-end and per-kernel acceleration with accelerated data motion. This significant though the geometric mean of per accelerator speedup is $6.5 \times$ on the CPU for data restructuring results in $1.4 \times$ Figure 3(b), accelerating the application kernel while depending use of 16 Xeon cores. This bottleneck in data movement and data restructuring operations becomes apparent, even with the number of applications increases further to 10 and 15, the CPU’s inability to manage the increased concurrency of data restructuring operations becomes apparent, even with the use of 16 Xeon cores. This bottleneck in data movement and restructuring significantly hinders the overall speedup that could be achieved through multi-acceleration. As illustrated in Figure 3(b), accelerating the application kernel while depending on the CPU for data restructuring results in $1.4 \times$ and $1.1 \times$ end-to-end speedup for 1 and 10 applications respectively, even though the geometric mean of per accelerator speedup is $6.5 \times$. These results demonstrate the untapped potential of multi-acceleration with accelerated data motion. This significant performance difference between end-to-end and per-kernel speed-up stems from the following Insights: (I1) Using specialized accelerators reduces the runtime of kernels significantly, shifting Amdahl’s bottleneck towards data motion. (I2) Host CPU engagement imposes inevitable data communication with accelerators, adding the cost of data movement on top of data restructuring. (I3) Heterogeneity in the architecture of both accelerators and CPU demands additional arithmetic operations, data type conversions, and layout transformation for data restructuring, further amplifying the cost of data motion. By heeding these insights, this work makes an initial step towards devising the concept of data motion acceleration for next-generation multi-acceleration systems.

C. DMX: Accelerating the Data Motion

DMX accelerates data restructuring and bypasses CPU for data movement between accelerators via integrating a purposefully-built Data Restructuring Accelerator (DRX) into the system (Figure 2(c)). Realizing DMX requires synergistic design considerations at the following levels:

- **DRX Placement.** An important design decision in DMX is the location of the DRX. The placement of DRX impacts the data movement and the overall system design. We consider four different placements for DRX: integration on the CPU, standalone PCIe-attached card, per accelerator bump-in-the-wire placement, and integration on the PCIe switches.
- **Specialized Hardware Acceleration.** We need to design DRX to be programmable and support a range of data restructuring operations. As Figure 3(a) shows, data restructuring accounts for $57.7\% - 73.2\%$ of end-to-end runtime, therefore efficient execution of data restructuring is critical for multi-acceleration.
- **System Integration and Programmability.** To minimize data movement, the CPU should be removed from the critical path of accelerator-to-accelerator communication. However, the control plane should run on the CPU, otherwise, it requires a completely new programming interface that stifles interoperability of DMX across arbitrary accelerators. In Sec.V we explain a programming interface built atop an existing programming framework and show how DMX offloads the data motion to the hardware without changing the CPU-centric control plane.

In Sec.III we explore various placements for DRX and study their trade-offs. Our results show a tight integration of DRX and accelerators in a bump-in-the-wire fashion minimizes the data movement and delivers the optimal performance and energy efficiency at scale. Next, we demystify the data restructuring operations in Sec.IV and introduce a programmable accelerator specialized for the data restructuring domain. Lastly in Sec.V, we discuss the runtime and drivers that coordinate the offload of data restructuring to bump-in-the-wire DRX while still running the control plane on the CPU.

### III. DRX Placement

The key design considerations in designing DMX are the placement of DRX and interconnection between DRX, accelerator, and CPU in the system. Since DMX is to enable interoperability between accelerators designed by different vendors, DRX’s interconnect should be standard and well adopted. As such, the current incarnation of DMX considers
The integrated accelerators become more common recently as the affect, integrated DRX still become the performance bottleneck with excessive data movement [94–96]. Moreover, Integrated DRX has the same data movement as the baseline CPU without DRX. Such design requires all accelerators to send their data to the CPU which makes the PCIe link connecting the CPU to the accelerators the bandwidth bottleneck when multiple accelerators use DRX at the same time. Such data movement is also the main source of system energy consumption.

**Standalone DRX as a PCIe card.** This configuration considers implementing DRX as a standalone PCIe card that is installed just like any other accelerator on a PCIe slot. Without using an external power supply cable, the performance of a single Standalone DRX PCIe card is limited by the PCIe power supply standard, which is 25 Watts. Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 4(b), installing multiple Standalone DRX cards can scale DRX performance with the number of accelerators. However, this Standalone DRX still incurs bandwidth oversubscription as the PCIe link to a shared, Standalone DRX card can become the bottleneck.

Compared to Integrated DRX, a Standalone DRX has the potential to reduce the data movement if DMX implements a point-to-point PCIe connection between DRX card and accelerator cards. This way, a Standalone DRX can localize the communication under the PCIe switch to which other accelerator cards are installed.

**PCle-Integrated DRX.** This configuration integrates DRX onto a PCIe switch (Shown in Figure 4(c)). Compared to a Standalone DRX, A PCIe-Integrated DRX saves a round-trip between DRX and the PCIe switch. However, PCIe-
Integrated DRX requires DRX to operate at the aggregated rate of all downstream PCIe ports, which adds considerable hardware complexity. Also, computation on switches only permits limited memory usage and a limited number of instructions per packet [97–100]. This configuration requires significant engineering effort to redesign the PCIe hardware and related software stack.

**Bump-in-the-Wire DRX.** Lastly, we introduce a Bump-in-the-Wire DRX configuration inspired by Catapult [67] that connects an exclusive DRX to each accelerator (Figure 4(d)). Bump-in-the-Wire configuration avoids overprovisioning of PCIe links and DRX resources for a multi-accelerator system and enables DMX to scale with the hardware resources compared with the other configurations. More importantly, Bump-in-the-Wire DRX placement reduces the data movement to a minimum when accelerators communicate with each other. Coupled with a programmable DRX that enables offloading of any data restructuring operation (c.f., Sec.IV), Bump-in-the-Wire DRX serves as an option to build future scalable multi-accelerator systems.

**IV. DATA RESTRUCTURING ACCELERATOR (DRX) DESIGN**

As discussed in Sec.II, the CPU is not an optimal place to perform data restructuring operations. In this section, we first analyze different data restructuring operations by profiling their execution on the CPU. This analysis guides us in devising a programmable accelerator specialized for the data restructuring domain. Refer to Sec.VI for more information on the experimental setup.

**A. Data Restructuring Characterization**

Figure 5 shows the top-down [101] breakdown of stall cycles for data restructuring operations. We characterize data restructuring operations with the top-down analysis of Intel VTune [102] on an Intel Xeon Gold 6242R processor. The processor has the same microarchitecture as our testbed setup on AWS (See Sec.VI for details). Across different data restructuring operations, we see at most 12.5% Bad Speculation Bound and 14% Front-End Bound cycles. A deeper analysis of Video Surveillance reveals that this distinct behavior is linked to a higher number of branch instructions, resulting in a relatively larger number of cycles spent on branch re-steer and uOp cache switches. On the other hand, the Back-End Bound cycles range from 53% to up to 77.6% of total cycles. The culprit for Back-End Bound cycles is both the unavailability of functional units and misses in the data cache. 23.2% of Back-End Bound cycles are Core-Bound and 46% are Memory-Bound.

The profiling shows that data restructuring operations have low L1I cache Misses Per Kilo Instructions (MPKI). The average L1I MPKI for data restructuring is 2.3. As a reference, our measurements for online services from CloudSuite [103] report an average of 7.8 L1I MPKI. Such low L1I MPKI suggests a small instruction working set for data restructuring operations that fit inside the L1I cache of the core.

The profiling also shows 50–215 L1D MPKI and 25–109 L2 MPKI for data restructuring operations. Such high data cache MPKI is due to the streaming data access pattern of large batches of data that are being restructured before passing to a destination accelerator. The size of each data batch is between 6–16 MBs, which clearly does not fit in the 1MB L2 cache. Such a mismatch between dataset size and cache capacity results in cache thrashing and high data cache MPKI. For reference, the L2 MPKI of CloudSuite online services is less than 3. A small staging buffer and a simple next-line prefetcher can remove the need for large and deep cache hierarchies for data restructuring operations.

The profiling results show that all data restructuring operations have a high degree of vector unit utilization. The data restructuring kernels use 100% of available vector unit capacity which is 256 bits wide AVX-256 on our servers. We also observe a high number of ephemeral threads that are spawned by the Intel Math Kernel Library while restructuring the data. The number of threads that are spawned while running the data restructuring operations is between 130 to 140. These threads operate on the data in parallel and illustrate the high data-level parallelism and inefficiency of CPUs in executing the data restructuring operations.

**B. DRX Hardware Architecture**

We use the above insights to design a programmable DRX that specializes in the data restructuring domain. The main observations driving DRX design are the abundance of data-level parallelism, streaming access pattern, and non-trivial operations of data restructuring. Figure 6 overviews the architecture of DRX hardware.

DRX uses a decoupled access-execute architecture that consists of a programmable front-end specialized for walking over multi-dimensional data structures, and a configurable number of interleaved vector processing units dubbed Restructuring Engine (RE) in the same pipeline. It also includes a Transposition Engine for data transposition operations and a programmable Off-chip Data Access Engine for off-chip load/store which also houses a DMA engine that initiates data movement with other accelerators. For evaluation, we configure the DRX to contain 128 lanes of RE, a 64KB instruction cache, a 64KB data scratchpad, and 8GB of DDR4 DRAM. A DDR4 3200 memory channel sustains ~25GBps, therefore DRX implements a single DDR4 channel to match the bandwidth of an x8 PCIe Gen 4 link.
As shown in Figure 7, the DRX ISA includes specialized loop, compute, off-chip memory access, and synchronization instructions for vector operations while preserving the option for scalar operations, enabling serial tasks like pointer dereferencing.

The DRX ISA significantly departs from traditional SIMD semantics, offering optimizations for memory, loops, and data packing. For memory optimization, DRX employs software-managed on-chip scratchpads instead of vector register files and the conventional cache hierarchy found in common SIMD ISAs. Memory instructions configure the Off-chip Data Access Engine to fetch data directly from DRAM to the on-chip scratchpads. For loop optimization, DRX utilizes hardware loops within an Instruction Repeater unit to reduce branch instruction overhead. Loop instructions configure the Instruction Repeater based on the dimensions of the kernel’s multidimensional arrays. For data packing optimization, the DRX compiler partitions the kernel’s multidimensional arrays across the REs, eliminating the need for pack/unpack instructions.

During the vector execution, loop instructions first configure the Off-chip Data Access Engine and Strided Scratchpad Address Calculator with sets of <Base, Stride, Iteration> configurations that correspond to the input/output loop dimensions and data location. After the Off-chip Data Access Engine loads the data to scratchpad banks, compute instruction is issued with scratchpad addresses calculated by the Instruction Repeater by traversing the dimensions of multidimensional arrays based on the configurations in the Strided Scratchpad Address Calculator. This data access scheme significantly reduces memory and address calculation overhead and is applied to all operations on multidimensional arrays such as data transformation, memory access, and compute operations. Finally, synchronization instructions are issued at the start and the end of the instruction stream to ensure proper program order. For scalar execution, DRX turns off all but one REs and operates as a scalar in-order CPU.

**DRX compiler.** Inspired from prior works [104–106] in other domains, DRX compiler compiles high-level data restructuring kernels into DRX instructions based on the DRX ISA. The DRX compiler takes two inputs: a high-level representation of the data restructuring kernel and an architecture configuration file that defines the DRX hardware configurations such as the number of REs and on-chip scratchpad size. The compiler first maps the data restructuring kernel to the intermediate representation of the kernel operations. It then optimizes tiling and relaxes dependency on the intermediate representation based on the hardware configuration and the dimension of multidimensional arrays. Finally, it generates instructions based on DRX ISA from the optimized intermediate representation. Figure 8 shows a sample of the DRX kernel.

**V. SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND PROGRAMMABILITY**

In this section we discuss the system integration and programmability of DMX with Bump-in-the-Wire DRX placement. The system integration of other DRX placements share many similarities with Bump-in-the-Wire DRX.

**Programming model.** DMX implements an OpenCL-style programming model that has a host program on the CPU and kernels on accelerators or DRX. Application kernels are executed on accelerators while data restructuring kernels are executed on DRX. Because DMX runs the control plane on the CPU, it does not compromise the programmer’s productivity and does not incur any additional accelerator orchestration overhead compared to the baseline multi-acceleration system.

The host program creates an execution context for each instance of the application kernel or data restructuring kernel. The context includes (1) the hardware – e.g. the accelerator or DRX – involved in the applications, (2) application or data restructuring kernels, and (3) a per accelerator command queue that is mapped to the global host address space. The command queue is used for buffering the output of the application kernels and the restructured input of the next application kernel before being transferred to the destination.

The host program uses user-level OpenCL API to create the execution context. It also uses the API to interact with the accelerators and DRXs through their own command queue on each device. The command queue accepts commands to enqueue kernels for execution, transfer data, or synchronize memory buffers. The execution of a command can be blocking or non-blocking. Blocking execution does not return to the host program before the current command completes. Non-blocking execution, on the other hand, requires a detailed description of the dependency between kernels and data restructuring programs. For a single command queue, the queued commands are executed in the order they are enqueued.

The application kernels execute domain-specific kernels of the end-to-end application on different accelerators. The data restructuring kernels perform the required data restructuring
operations when two accelerators are communicating. The host program executes the serial portion of the application and runs a daemon to orchestrate the execution of application and data restructuring kernels running on accelerators and DRXs, respectively. The data restructuring kernels are shipped to DRXs that understand the exact input and output format of each accelerator. The data restructuring kernels are engaged to ensure that properly structured input/output data is moved directly between accelerators and DRX.

**Driver support for DMX.** At a high level, DMX enumerates both accelerators and DRXs as PCIe devices connected to the CPU. Each DRX unit has a driver to initialize the command queues, exchange the start and end pointers of the queue to other DRXs at the start, and orchestrate data restructuring operations. The drivers use GEM [107, 108] for command executions and memory-related operations. DRX driver executes commands and reads/writes/maps operations using ioctl syscall. For setting up point-to-point DMA between DRX and accelerators, the drivers use dma-buf API [109]. The vendor-specific accelerator drivers should support point-to-point DMA in order to work with DMX. By default, we operate accelerators and DRXs in interrupt mode for sending notifications to the CPU. The interrupt handling of the drivers utilizes interrupt coalescing for the bursty arrival of interrupts. If the arrival rate of interrupts exceeds a certain threshold, the drivers switch to polling. This design is similar to Linux NAPI design [110].

Although Bump-in-the-Wire DRX is attached to each accelerator, each DRX unit should be able to set up a point-to-point connection with all the other accelerators and DRXs in the system. The memory address space of each DRX is statically partitioned between all the accelerators as well as DRXs in the system to implement two pairs of RX/ TX data queues per accelerator on each DRX: one pair of queues for direct DRX-accelerator communication and another pair of queues for DRX-DRX communication.

The number of accelerators is determined at PCIe enumeration time when it discovers connected accelerators that need data restructuring. We provision 8GB of memory space for implementing data queues on each DRX. The size of each data queue pair is 100MB. This will enable DMX to support up to 40 accelerators on a server. DRX driver maintains a head and tail pointer for each data queue to keep track of the data that is enqueued for restructuring. RX and TX data queues on a DRX are shown in Figure 9. A point-to-point DMA moves data between data queue pairs and accelerator memory.

**End-to-end data motion acceleration.** Figure 10 shows the interactions between accelerators, CPU, and Bump-in-the-Wire DRX when Accelerator_1 tries to communicate with Accelerator_2. Although Figure 10 depicts the accelerator and its DRX as separate chips with separate DRAM modules, DRX can be integrated into the accelerator chip and share its physical DRAM modules. YesWhen Accelerator_1 completes kernel execution in step ①, it raises an interrupt to the CPU in step ②. The driver of Accelerator_1 captures the interrupt and setup a point-to-point DMA between Accelerator_1 and the TX data queue corresponding to Accelerator_2 on DRX_1. DRX_1’s driver shares the offset of RX_2 data queue (i.e., RX data queue corresponding to Accelerator_2) in step ③ with Accelerator_1. This enables the Accelerator_1 to access and write to the RX_2 data queue on DRX_1. A DRX driver then configures Accelerator_1 to perform a point-to-point DMA and move data from Accelerator_1’s memory to the next available
Buffer in RX₂ data queue on DRX₁ in step 4. The DRX processing unit on DRX₁ reads the output on Accelerator₁’s memory from RX₂ data queue, performs data restructuring, and writes the output to the next available buffer in TX₂ data queue as shown in step 5 to 7. In step 8, DRX₁ raises an interrupt to the CPU to notify the DRX₁ driver about the completion of data restructuring. Next, a point-to-point DMA is configured between DRX₁ and Accelerator₂ in step 9. In step 10, point-to-point DMA between DRX₁ and Accelerator₂ passes through an internal PCIe multiplexer without invoking DRX₂ because it does not need further data restructuring on it. In step 11, Accelerator₂ runs the kernel on its DRAM.

**One-to-many and many-to-one data movement.** Supporting broadcast and multicast between the accelerator chain is necessary for load balancing as well as efficient collective communication implementation. The workflow of such movement patterns is similar to that of Figure 10, except that for one-to-many, the source DRX transfers the restructured output of the source accelerator to multiple accelerators (or DRXs) using multiple back-to-back point-to-point DMA transfers. Variations of many-to-one data movement can be used to implement reduction collectives by setting up direct data transfer from multiple source DRXs to a single destination DRX that also performs the reduction operation. The DMX support for broadcast and multicast facilitates the efficient implementation of various collective operations.

**VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY**

**Benchmarks.** We create five diverse cross-domain and end-to-end applications inspired by real-world scenarios. Table I lists the five benchmark applications, their cross-domain kernels and corresponding accelerators, the data restructuring operations needed to chain the kernels, and the dimensions of the input data. Each application is a pipeline of two kernels, where the first kernel outputs intermediate data, which requires restructuring before it can be processed by the second kernel. The Video Surveillance decodes input video streams into video frames and passes them to an object detection kernel [117]. Sound Detection performs Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on audio snippets and use the transformed snippets to determine the genre of input audio [85]. Brain Stimulation receives electromagnetic input signal generated from a brain simulation model, processes it with FFT and data restructuring operations before outputting the data to reinforcement learning kernel [86]. Personal Information Redaction decrypts privacy-sensitive text and uses a regular expression kernel to detect personally identifiable information and redact them from the text with blanks [87]. Database Hash Join decompresses database tables and hash joins the tables [82, 83]. To exercise the system performance with respect to resource contention on interconnect bandwidth and compute for data restructuring, we use 1, 5, 10, to 15 concurrent running applications for the benchmarks.

**DRX hardware implementation.** We implement DRX using Verilog in RTL and synthesize it on Xilinx UltraScale+ VU9P FPGA using Xilinx Vivado 2022.2. The synthesized design achieves an operating frequency of 250 MHz. We also synthesize an ASIC version of DRX using Synopsys Design Compiler R-2020.09-SP4 with the FreePDK 15nm standard cell library [118]. The ASIC implementation achieves a 1 GHz operating frequency.

**Baseline FPGA-based multi-acceleration system.** Besides DRX, we also synthesize application kernels discussed earlier in this section on FPGA to implement a baseline multi-acceleration system without data motion acceleration (i.e., that uses CPU for performing data motion). This setup consists of multiple AWS Xilinx UltraScale+ VU9P FPGAs [119] connected through PCIe x16 to Intel Xeon Platinum 8260L CPUs operating at 2.4 GHz with 64 GB of memory and hyperthreading disabled.

We implement the application kernels on the FPGA using the following methods: hard-IP blocks, High-Level Synthesis (HLS), or Register-Transfer Level (RTL) implementation. For the video codec kernel, we use a pre-existing hard-IP available on the VT1 instance of AWS [120]. We use Xilinx’s Vitis libraries [121], which provide HLS implementations, for kernels such as FFT, support vector machine, AES-GCM, Gzip decompression, regular expression, and database hash join. We use the RTL implementation from open-sourced accelerators [13] for the remaining kernels that use deep neural networks such as object detection and proximal policy optimization. We synthesize both the HLS and RTL implementations on the FPGAs operating at 250 MHz clock frequency.

In this FPGA multi-acceleration implementation the host CPU runs the control plane (refer to Sec.V) and performs the data restructuring operations while the FPGAs accelerate the application kernels.

**Performance evaluation.** We use the FPGA setup to collect cycle-level latency of executing end-to-end applications on a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Kernel 1</th>
<th>Kernel 1 Accelerator</th>
<th>Data Restructuring</th>
<th>Kernel 2</th>
<th>Kernel 2 Accelerator</th>
<th>Input Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TABLE I: End-to-end benchmarks**
baseline without data motion acceleration (we refer to this baseline as Multi-Axl configuration in Sec.VII). We then scale the performance of FPGA acceleration using scaling factors based on ASIC implementation and clock frequency (250 MHz to 1GHz). We develop an end-to-end system emulation infrastructure to compare the performance of various DMX configurations with a multi-acceleration baseline without DMX. The input to the emulation setup are cycle-level latency numbers for executing application kernels, data restructuring on the CPU or DRX, communication over PCIe, and software stack overheads for interrupt and polling.

**Energy evaluation.** We measure the energy of the CPU using Intel RAPL [122]. We use the post-synthesis power of the FPGA and multiply it by the execution time of the kernels to estimate the energy consumption for the accelerators. We also include the energy consumption of the PCIe switch [123] and the energy for data transfer over PCIe [124].

**VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**A. End-to-end Performance Improvement**

**Speedup.** Figure 11 compares the end-to-end execution time of cross-domain applications without (Multi-Axl) and with DMX. Note that uses Bump-in-the-Wire DRX placement. On average, accelerating the data motion provides 3.5× to 8.2× speedup for running one to 15 concurrent applications. The higher the number of accelerators in use, the greater the data motion between the accelerators. Therefore, as DRX accelerates the data restructuring portion of the end-to-end application, the speedup grows as the number of concurrent applications increases. DMX yields less end-to-end speedup for Video Surveillance because the accelerator used for Video Surveillance provides less speedup compared to the other benchmarks. The speedup of DMX is more pronounced for Database Hash Join because the data restructuring takes up the majority of the runtime for this benchmark which is significantly being accelerated by DRX.

To better understand the sources of benefits, Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b) report the runtime breakdown for Multi-Axl baseline and DMX across the three main runtime components: accelerated kernels time, data restructuring, and data movement time between CPU and accelerator for Multi-Axl and between accelerators for DMX. Kernel execution latencies are the same for both Multi-Axl and DMX. However, after we apply DMX (Figure 12(b)), the kernel execution takes up larger portion of the runtime breakdown compared to the baseline (Figure 12(a)).

As shown in Figure 12(a), data restructuring accounts for the largest portion of the end-to-end runtime for the baseline. Data restructuring is on average 66.8%, 55.7%, 64.7%, and 71.7% of multi-accelerator end-to-end latency for 1, 5, 10, and 15 concurrent applications, respectively. Using DRX significantly accelerates data restructuring and shrinks data restructuring overhead to 17.0%, 15.3%, 13.5%, and 7.2% of DMX end-to-end latency for 1, 5, 10, and 15 concurrent applications, respectively, as shown in Figure 12(b). Increasing the number of concurrent applications requires more accelerators, meaning more computation for data restructuring operations between accelerators. Furthermore, the data movement in the baseline system increases due to the bandwidth bottleneck caused by multiple accelerators sharing the PCIe switch’s upstream bandwidth. On the contrary, DMX accompanies each accelerator with its own local DRX and therefore avoids bandwidth contention on shared PCIe links.

**Throughput improvement.** Although the end-to-end execution latency of each request is important, in a real world setup, an application receives back to back requests that need to be processed in the cross-domain application pipeline. Therefore, assuming that each application consists of three pipeline stages
Axl baseline because the PCIe bandwidth never gets saturated. Hence it is Multi-Axl (first kernel, data motion, and second kernel as shown in Figure 2), the throughput of an application is determined by the latency of the slowest stage. We compare the throughput of Multi-Axl baseline and DMX assuming continuous arrival of requests for each application.

Figure 13 shows the throughput improvement of DMX over the multi-accelerator baseline. On average, DMX achieves from $3.0 \times$ to $13.6 \times$ throughput improvements when running one to 15 concurrent applications, respectively. Data restructuring is the slowest stage of the application pipeline in the Multi-Axl baseline as demonstrated in Figure 12(a). Hence it is the throughput bottleneck for all benchmarks, especially as the number of concurrent applications increases. DMX leverages DRX to address this bottleneck and shifts the throughput bottleneck to the accelerated kernel. Personal Info Redaction shows relatively low improvement on the throughput as its throughput is limited by its regular expression kernel accelerator. Data movement is not the throughput bottleneck for the Multi-Axl baseline because the PCIe bandwidth never gets saturated due to the poor throughput of data restructuring operations on the CPU.

**B. DRX Placement Analysis**

One of the critical design decisions in DMX is the location of the DRX in the system: Integrated, Standalone, Bump-in-the-Wire, PCIe-Integrated. This is because the placement of DRX impacts the data movement and the overall system design.

**Speedup with different DRX placements.** Figure 14 compares the latency speedup between Integrated DRX, Standalone DRX, Bump-in-the-Wire DRX, and PCIe-Integrated DRX. The figure reports the average speedup across the five benchmarks for one to 15 concurrent applications. For all setups from one through 15 concurrent applications, the results show that the speedups compared to the Multi-Axl baseline are in the following order: Integrated $\leq$ Standalone $\leq$ Bump-in-the-Wire $\leq$ PCIe-Integrated.

Integrated DRX shows $4.4 \times$ speedup with 15 concurrent applications compared to the baseline where data restructuring is performed on the CPU. However, when running more than one application in Integrated DRX, the concurrent applications contend for the shared DRX computation resources on the CPU and the PCIe bandwidth to access the shared DRX. The upstream port of the PCIe switch connecting to the CPU uses a single link (8 lanes) while the downstream ports connecting to accelerators use multiple links. Also, a PCIe transaction pays 110 ns or more port-to-port latency tax to get through a PCIe switch [123]. Despite the significant overhead from the contend PCIe links, Integrated DRX’s speedup relative to the baseline increases as we add more accelerators. This demonstrates the benefits of using DRX instead of general-purpose CPU cores for data restructuring operations.

Standalone DRX shows 3% and 48% improvements compared to the Integrated for one and 15 concurrent applications, respectively. In the Integrated DRX, we have a single DRX that is integrated to the CPU for the entire system. On the other hand, the Standalone configuration scales the number of DRX with the number of concurrent applications by inserting more PCIe PCIe cards. Therefore, the speedup compared to Integrated DRX can be attributed to the larger number of DRX in the system.

Bump-in-the-Wire DRX achieves 33%, 17%, and 26% higher speedup for 5, 10, and 15 concurrent applications compared to Standalone DRX. Bump-in-the-Wire DRX keeps its point-to-point DMA traffic between accelerators and DRX under the same PCIe multiplexer so the accelerators do not need to contend for PCIe bandwidth as in Standalone DRX placement on the CPU.

PCIe-Integrated DRX shows the highest speedup. The improvement of PCIe-Integrated DRX against Bump-in-the-Wire DRX comes from the saving of a round-trip between the source DRX and the source PCIe multiplexer and a pass-through of the destination PCIe multiplexer. However, it is important to note that the integration of DRX with a PCIe switch requires in-depth modification to make the PCIe switch programmable and process data at the line rate. In other words, despite the luring benefits, the prohibitive level of engineering effort to achieve it makes the Bump-in-the-Wire a reasonable choice of DMX design that can achieve significant speedup with relatively affordable engineering efforts.

**Energy reduction with different DRX placements.** Figure 15 shows system-wide energy reduction provided by different DRX placements compared to Multi-Axl baseline. Integrated DRX provides $3.4 \times$, $3.9 \times$, $4.0 \times$, and $4.0 \times$ of energy reduction.
The energy reduction does not scale with the number of concurrent applications because it only benefits from the energy efficiency of the DRX hardware acceleration for data restructuring operations. Standalone DRX and Bump-in-the-wire DRX provide energy reduction scaling with the increased number of concurrent applications. Bump-in-the-wire DRX placement delivers the best energy reduction of 3.8× and 4.3× for 1 and 5 concurrent applications. Standalone DRX delivers the best energy reduction of 6.1× and 6.5× for 10 and 15 concurrent applications because of the reduced bandwidth contention on PCIe links. This is because the extra glue logic and the dual-port PCIe multiplexer are replicated in each Bump-in-the-Wire DRX placement, while such overhead is amortized across the applications on a large Standalone DRX. PCIe-Integrated is not evaluated for energy reduction because of the difficulty of estimating the energy consumption of a PCIe switch integrated with DRX.

C. Sensitivity Studies

**Speedup with more than two kernels.** As real-world applications can consist of multiple kernels across domains, it is important for DMX to scale beyond two kernels. To evaluate DMX’s scalability with multiple application kernels, we add a third application kernel to the Personal Info Redaction benchmark, along with its additional data restructuring kernel consisting of reshaping and typecasting. This third kernel is a Transformer model fine-tuned for Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER identifies personal and sensitive information in text, which is hard to capture for regular expression kernel [125]. We use an open-source BERT implementation for the kernel [126]. Figure 16(a) shows the runtime breakdown of this three-kernel benchmark. Although the compute-intensive NER kernel, the runtime is still dominated by the data restructuring kernels for the Multi-AxI baseline. DMX alleviates the bottleneck of data motion and restores kernel to be the largest contributor that represents 97.2% to 93.7% of the end-to-end execution time for one to 15 concurrent applications. As such, DMX provides 1.9× to 4.2× speedup for one to 15 concurrent applications shown in Figure 16(b).

Fig. 16: DMX reduces data motion overhead to less than 5% for Personal Info Redaction benchmark extended with Named Entity Recognition kernel. **One-to-many and many-to-one data movement.** Cross-domain multi-acceleration of end-to-end applications entails using multiple accelerators. The data movements in multi-acceleration, however, are not necessarily always one-to-one but likely include one-to-many and/or many-to-one data movement between accelerators. Therefore, we want to analyze whether DMX design can cope with the one-to-many and/or many-to-one data movements in multi-acceleration. To this end, we compare Bump-in-the-Wire DRX against the Multi-AxI baseline for one-to-many (i.e., broadcast) and many-to-one (all-reduce) data movement using 4 to 32 accelerators. For broadcast, the baseline first passes the output of the source accelerators to the main memory of the CPU using DMA. After data restructuring on the CPU, the driver then copies the restructured data and initiates N DMA transfers sequentially to the destination accelerators. All-reduce has two stages: scatter-reduce and all-gather. Both require similar DMA transfers between CPU and accelerators; however, scatter-reduce entails additional steps to first sum the inputs from sources and then scatter the outputs to all destinations. On the contrary, DMX’s implementation of broadcast and all-reduce utilizes the Bump-in-the-Wire DRX for data restructuring and data movement.

Figure 17 shows that the DMX achieves 3.7× to 5.2× speedup on broadcast and 5.1× to 10.5× speedup for all-reduce on 4 to 32 accelerators. This is because DMX utilizes DRXs to (1) perform data restructuring and the DMA transfers in parallel and (2) eliminate the extra DMA transfers between the accelerators and the CPU. Furthermore, for all-reduce, DMX uses DRX to accelerate the summation operations. The speedup also scales with the number of accelerators because the amount of data restructuring and data movement scale accordingly to the number of accelerators. There is a dip
when using 16 or more accelerators, but this is due to the additional latency on the PCIe switches that scales with the number of accelerators. DMX achieved higher speedup in all-reduce compared to broadcast because all-reduce involves more DMA transfers and data restructuring which provided more acceleration opportunity using DRX.

**DRX hardware configurations.** To understand the sensitivity of DMX to the amount of compute resources in DRX, we sweep the number of RE lanes for DRX and compare its performance to the *Multi-Axl* baseline that performs data restructuring on CPU. Figure 18 shows the speedup achieved for the different number of lanes for DRX: from 32 to 256. The speedup improves with the number of lanes increasing up to 128 lanes by taking advantage of available data parallelism in data restructuring operations. However, the increase of speedup of DRX is limited after 128 RE lanes, and increasing the lanes to 256 does not provide noticeable benefits. Therefore, we use 128 RE lanes as the default configuration for DRX throughout the experiments.

**Different PCIe generations.** Newer PCIe generation provides significantly more bandwidth and the increased bandwidth can potentially negate the performance benefit of DMX. To understand the impact of different generations of PCIe, we compare the Bump-in-the-Wire DRX latency speedup on PCIe Gen 3 with PCIe Gen 4 and Gen 5. Figure 19 shows that using PCIe Gen 4 and Gen 5 resulted in a slight decrease of speedup because their corresponding *Multi-Axl* baselines improve more than their DMX counterparts. Across PCIe generations, the baselines and DMX show different levels of improvement only in data movement latency. Such differences come from the following two reasons. First, the baselines face more bandwidth contention than the DMX and thus benefit more from the increased PCIe bandwidth per lane. Second, the baselines are able to use more PCIe lanes to reduce bandwidth contention from accelerators to CPUs with PCIe Gen 4 and Gen 5 compared to CPUs with PCIe Gen 3 [127–129]. The results shown in Figure 19 suggests that the bottleneck of *Multi-Axl* configuration is not just the PCIe interconnect, but also the data restructuring computation.

**VIII. RELATED WORK**

Real-world applications span multiple domains, posing a challenge for end-to-end acceleration. While the research community has explored accelerators across diverse domains [56–63, 80–84], the adoption of these heterogeneous accelerator to accelerate a single end-to-end application is challenging. The challenge arises due to the diverse data formats generated and consumed by each accelerator. This necessitates restructuring inputs and outputs across accelerators. While some prior works have focused on performed data restructuring using CPUs, this paper introduces the concept of Data Motion Acceleration (DMX) for efficient cross-domain multi-acceleration with heterogeneous DSAs. We review the most relevant related work in three areas: data movement, data restructuring, and interconnect fabrics integration below.

**Data movement.** Prior works studied point-to-point data movement between GPUs [130], between GPU and storage [131–133], between NIC and accelerator [134–136], and between on-chip accelerators [137]. Prior works have used various techniques such as scheduling [135, 136, 138–140] to co-locate multiple domains on the same system. While these works only optimize the data movement, non-trivial operations of the data restructuring still consumes a significant fraction of the data motion. Intel Data Stream Accelerator [141] and DCS [142, 143] share a similar insight, both lack programmability and hence have limited capacity to optimize data restructuring. This work in contrast leverages DRXs as a compute-enabled glue that links different heterogeneous accelerators together and makes them appear as a monolithic but composable accelerator for the application.
**Data restructuring.** For message serialization, Optimus Prime [144] and Protobuf accelerator [145] design an accelerator for RPC message serialization. HGum [146] and Fletcher [147] implement serialization on FPGAs for acceleration. For machine learning pipelines, tf.data [148], DSI [149], DALI [150] optimize data restructuring on GPU with programmable operations. In contrast to these prior works that only optimize data restructuring for a single accelerator, this paper investigates data restructuring and movement for multi-acceleration with heterogeneous devices.

**Interconnect fabrics.** Previous works have used PCIe’s Non-Transparent Bridge (NTB) to enable PCIe to support multiple hosts with more than one root complex, which performs address translation for operations in a specific memory range [151, 152]. Point-to-point DMA over PCIe fabric is enabled by a shared address space across all devices [153]. CXL 3.0 or later allows accelerators on different servers to be connected seamlessly by using fabric switching to link racks of devices and accelerators [88]. DUA [154] creates an overlay fabric on top of the existing physical communication stacks, such as PCIe, Ethernet, DDR, etc. These works can connect accelerators without addressing data restructuring for multi-acceleration. This work, however, tackles data motion challenges to maximize the performance of multi-acceleration.

**IX. Conclusion**

In this work, we quantified the data motion cost of chaining heterogeneous Domain-Specific Architectures (DSAs) for cross-domain multi-acceleration. The results showed that the data motion overhead curtails the end-to-end speedup of accelerating each domain on a set of heterogeneous DSAs. The paper introduced DMX that seamlessly weaves together multiple accelerators that deliver the performance of a large, monolithic cross-domain accelerator. On average, Data Motion Acceleration (DMX) provides between $3.4 \times$ to $8.2 \times$ speedup, $3.0 \times$ to $13.6 \times$ higher throughput, and $3.8 \times$ to $5.2 \times$ energy reduction.

Even with current single-domain DSAs, overheads of moving data on- and off-chip is presently a dominant factor that limits the performance and energy efficiency of gains [89, 155]. The impact of the data motion—highlighted in this paper—will worsen when cross-domain accelerators are chained in future datacenters to cater to the requirements of emerging end-to-end applications. This even includes the multimodal generative AI applications that use multiple models and require acceleration beyond neural networks (e.g., vector database lookups, search, etc.). Heterogeneous/3D integration coupled with emerging high-bandwidth chiplet-to-chiplet interconnects such as UCIe can improve data movement, but not data restructuring that requires computation. As such, embedding our DMX concept and architecture within these interconnects can synergistically unlock the the potential of cross-domain multi-acceleration for next-generation datacenters.
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